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Recap

(i indexes units, t time periods, and k periods under treatment)
I One-way FE: Yit = ρDit +αi + εit

I Equiv. of dummy var, within, and unit-mean centering (sweep).
I Yields conditional variance weighted estimate of ρ under strong

parametric restrictions (confounders are linearly separable and
time-invariant, effects don’t accumulate over time).

I Centered-interaction specification can target, e.g., ATE.
I Two-way FE: Yit = ∑k ρkDk

it +αi +λt + εit
I Single-post-period DID or multi-post-period event study.
I Identifies ATTs under parallel trends. (i.e., for two-period DID,

constructs counterfactual trend in treatment group:
E[YC

i1−YC
i0 | g[i] = 1] = E[Yi1−Yi0 | g[i] = 0].)

I Extend to triple differences (debiasing argument).

I Synthetic control: construct counterfactual post-treatment trend
using weighted average of controls: YC

it = ∑j wjYC
jt .
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Today

I Multiple post-treatment periods and variable treatment timing.
I Changes in changes.
I Generalized synthetic control and interactive FE.
I Regularized high-dimensional estimators.
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Vanilla TWFE

I Vanilla TWFE involves using OLS with multiperiod data to fit

Yit = ρDit +αi +λt + εit

I Different from event study bc we estimate one per-period effect,
ρ , averaging over time periods.

I Problems arise when there are multiple post-treatment periods
and variable treatment timing.
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Problems with vanilla TWFE
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Invalid second di↵erences

Figure 1: Illustration of valid and invalid second di↵erence sets under a two-way fixed e↵ects
estimator

Figure 2 gives the implied weights on each treated unit for the two-way FE estimator. Note

that for units 1 and 2 in period 3, the weights are negative, implying that those unit-periods are

more often part of the second-di↵erence term, acting as controls, than the first, acting as treated

units. Even if we restrict the DID estimator to only those valid second di↵erences, it does not

solve the regression weighting problem. E↵ects in period 2 receive a greater weight when averaging

than those in period 3, due to the reduced number of control observations in the third time period

as illustrated in Figure 2.

Two-way fixed e↵ects estimators will not yield a valid estimate of the treatment e↵ect under

parallel trends if treatment e↵ects persist over time and are heterogeneous across cohort and

time. Outside of the two-period setting, two-way FE relies heavily on the restrictions implied

by the parametric model for Yit. Two important restrictions are that Ait only a↵ects Yit and

not future outcomes and that � is a constant. In most applied settings, however, treatment

e↵ects are rarely instantaneous and the impact of a particular intervention often takes many

time periods to reveal itself. Additionally, units will typically respond di↵erentially to treatment.

Therefore, the underlying assumptions of the two-way fixed e↵ects model are not plausible for most

quantitative research. The alternative “generalized di↵erence-in-di↵erences” estimator outlined in

this paper does not su↵er from either of these drawbacks and is more appropriate in situations

17

(Strezhnev, 2018)

To construct counterfactual YC
12, TWFE involves the following:

I Match within period 2: take mean for units 3,4,5 (panel 1).
Biased, bc doesn’t account for cross-sectional heterogeneity.

I De-bias with second differences across periods:
I First, subtract differences between unit 1 and 3,4,5 when all under

control (panel 2). Fine, what traditional two-period DID does.
I Second, subtract differences btwn 1 and 3,4,5 when all are under

treatment. Problem: 3,4,5 under treatment for one period.
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Problems with TWFE

I Result “caution[s] against summarizing time-varying effects with
a single-coefficient” (Goodman-Bacon, 2019, 3).

I A few versions of this result: Borusyak & Jaravel (2017), de
Chaisemartin & D’Haultfoeuille (2020), Goodman-Bacon
(2019), Imai & Kim (2020), Strezhnev (2018).

I de Chaisemartin & D’Haulftfoeuille (2020) and
Goodman-Bacon (2019) propose diagnostic measures to
examine the extent of the problem.

I Abraham & Sun (2018) derive a similar result for bias when
using leads to estimate pre-trend differences in DID or event
study designs.
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In place of TWFE

Abraham & Sun (2018), de Chaisemartin & D’Haultfoeuille (2020),
and Goodman-Bacon (2019):

I Under the usual parallel trends assumptions, for any period
where a group begins treatment, can do standard DID to get an
estimate for that group.

I Can aggregate these separate DIDs to get at different types of
average effects.

I Under other parallel trends assumption for ATC, can work with
groups that drop out of treatment too.
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In place of TWFE

31 
 

Figure 1. Difference-in-Differences with Variation in Treatment Timing: Three Groups 

 
Notes: The figure plots outcomes in three groups: a control group, 𝑈𝑈, which is never treated; an early treatment group, 
𝑇𝑇, which receives a binary treatment at 𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘

∗ =
34

100
𝑇𝑇; and a late treatment group, ℓ, which receives the binary treatment 

at 𝑡𝑡ℓ
∗ =

85

100
𝑇𝑇. The x-axis notes the three sub-periods: the pre-period for group 𝑘𝑘, [1, 𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘∗ − 1], denoted by 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝑘𝑘); the 

middle period when group 𝑘𝑘 is treated and group ℓ is not, [𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘∗ , 𝑡𝑡ℓ∗ − 1], denoted by 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷(𝑘𝑘, ℓ); and the post-period for 
group ℓ, [𝑡𝑡ℓ∗,𝑇𝑇], denoted by 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇(ℓ). I set the treatment effect to 10 in group 𝑘𝑘 and 15 in group ℓ.  
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I Hypothetical trends for three groups
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In place of TWFE

32 
 

Figure 2. The Four Simple (2x2) Difference-in-Differences Estimates from the Three Group 
Case 

 
Notes: The figure plots the groups and time periods that generate the four simple 2x2 difference-in-difference 
estimates in the case with an early treatment group, a late treatment group, and an untreated group from Figure 1. Each 
panel plots the data structure for one 2x2 DD. Panel A compares early treated units to untreated units (𝛽𝛽�𝑘𝑘𝑈𝑈

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
); panel B 

compares late treated units to untreated units (𝛽𝛽�ℓ𝑈𝑈
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

); panel C compares early treated units to late treated units during 

the late group’s pre-period (𝛽𝛽�𝑘𝑘ℓ
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑘𝑘

); panel D compares late treated units to early treated units during the early group’s 

post-period (𝛽𝛽�𝑘𝑘ℓ
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,ℓ

). The treatment times mean that 𝐷𝐷�𝑘𝑘 = 0.67 and 𝐷𝐷�ℓ = 0.16, so with equal group sizes, the 
decomposition weights on the 2x2 estimate from each panel are 0.365 for panel A, 0.222 for panel B, 0.278 for panel 
C, and 0.135 for panel D.  
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(Goodman-Bacon, 2019)

I Different DIDs/event studies available with these three groups.
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In place of TWFE

I Key take-away: make sure you are always using clean controls
(don’t use treated-treated differences, only control-control
differences to do debiasing).

I Callaway & Sant’Anna (2018) and Strezhnev (2018) note that
parallel trends using same control group for different treatment
groups may be implausible.

I Motivates conditional DID under staggered adoption.
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In place of TWFE

Following Callaway & Sant’Anna (2018)
I Gig is an indicator for whether or not you are first treated in

period g. Staggered adoption.
I Ci an indicator for being in the control group.
I Define a group and period specific effect:

ATT(g, t) = E [YT
it −YC

it | Gig = 1].

I Counterfactual quantity is E [YC
it | Gig = 1] for t ≥ g.

I Assume conditional parallel trends for all g (i.e., given a g, there
is some way to condition and get parallel trend from C group).
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In place of TWFE

I Depending on how far t is from g, we proceed recursively:

E [YC
it | Gig = 1] = E [YC

it −YC
i,t−1 | Gig = 1]+E [YC

i,t−1 | Gig = 1]

= E [E [Yit−Yi,t−1 | C = 1,X]]+E [YC
i,t−1 | Gig = 1], with

E [YC
i,t−1 | Gig = 1] = E [E [Yi,t−1−Yi,t−2 | C = 1,X]]+E [YC

i,t−2 | Gig = 1]...

ultimately yielding the “long difference”:

E [YC
it | Gig = 1] = E [E [YC

it −YC
i,g−1 | C = 1,X]]+E [YC

i,g−1 | Gig = 1].

I C & S’A and Strezhnev propose IPW estimator for
E [E [YC

it −YC
i,g−1 | C = 1,X]].

I The various ATT(g, t) can be aggregated, depending on what you
are trying to characterize (e.g., to get event-study type estimates
of ATT under k periods of exposure).
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Vanilla Event Study

I Recall the classic event study specification (without covariates):

Yit = ∑
k≥−m

ρ
kDk

it +αi +λt + εit,

given potential anticipation effects out to m periods prior to
treatment onset.

I Borusyak & Jaravel (2017) discuss underidentification problem
when anticipation is possible.

I Key take-away: anticipation can really mess up your analysis.
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Vanilla Event Study
I E.g., suppose pre-trends and effects are linear in time. Consider:

Figure 1: Underidentification of Fully Dynamic Specification

We can now turn to a formal investigation of these issues. Observe that for any constant h, the following two
representations are equivalent:

Ŷit ⌘ ↵i + �t +

1X

k=�1
�k1 {Kit = k}

= (↵i + h · Ei) + (�t � h · t) +

1X

k=�1
(�k + h · k)1 {Kit = k} (5)

because by definition t � Ei = Kit. As a result, the dynamic causal effects {�k + h · k} fit the data just as well as
the original {�k} path, although these two sets of coefficients paint vastly different pictures about the causal effects.

To gain further intuition about the nature of the underidentification, we show that the empirical model above
nests a specification with collinear terms. Specifically, replace the set of unit fixed effects {↵i} with a linear predictor
in initial treatment period �+↵Ei (i.e. the outcomes of different “cohorts” of units experiencing the event at different
times are allowed to differ in a linear way), the set of year fixed effects {�t} with a time trend �t, and the set of
fully dynamic causal effects {�k} with a trend in relative time �Kit. The fundamental underidentification problem
described above can be seen immediately in the following regression:

Yit = � + ↵Ei + �t + �Kit + uit

given that t � Ei = Kit. In other words, the presence of a linear term in the initial treatment period is necessary
for the identification problem to arise. Unit fixed effects subsume such effects. In the presence of a control group,
cohort fixed effects or unit fixed effects do not cause any identification problem because the control group pins down
the year effects. The problem is effectively the same as the (well-known) age-cohort-time problem in the regression

Yit = ↵Ei|{z}
Cohort FE

+ �t|{z}
Time FE

+ �t�Ei| {z }
Age FE

+uit,

where Ei is the date of birth.
We want to stress that typically, but not always, only a linear component of the {�k} path is not identified.10

10There are some exception to these rules, e.g. when treatment is staggered but happens at periodic intervals.

6

(Borusyak & Jaravel, 2017)
I Pattern could be due to

1. Level differences between groups but no effect and linear trend.
2. Anticipation effects and treatment effects that are linear in time.

I 1. plausible w/o anticipation. Classic event studies vague on this.
I To resolve, need pretrends that depart from treatment trend or

other restrictions on anticipation effects.
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Changes-in-Changes

I Athey & Imbens (2006) drop linearity assumptions.
I Develop a more agnostic “changes in changes” approach.
I Characterize not just conditional mean effects, but entire

distributional effects.
I Can be used to estimate, e.g., median and other quantile effects.
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Changes-in-Changes

Consider an unconditional DID setting (could incorporate X via match-
ing or IPW). Now suppose:

1. YC
it = h(Ui, t), where Ui unobserved variables whose distribution

may vary over groups (g).

2. h(u, t) is strictly increasing in u (thus, u a latent score). Fixing u,
this preserves rank ordering of units from h(u,0) to h(u,1).

3. Support of Ui for g = 0 fully overlaps support of Ui for g = 1.
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Changes-in-Changes

I Then for the counterfactual of interest,

E
[
YC

i1|g[i] = 1
]
= E

[
F−1

Y,01 (FY,00(Yi0)) |g[i] = 1
]
,

where FY,00(.) and F−1
Y,01(.) are the CDF and inverse CDF of

outcomes for g = 0, t = 0 and g = 0, t = 1, respectively.

I And so,

E
[
YT

i1−YC
i1|g[i] = 1

]

= E
[
YT

i1|g[i] = 1
]
−E

[
F−1

Y,01 (FY,00(Yi0)) |g[i] = 1
]
.
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Changes-in-Changes
Constructing E

[
F−1

Y,01 (FY,00(Yi0)) |g[i] = 1
]

requires three steps:

1. Take y from quantile q of
pretreatment distribution
(Y10).

2. Feed it into pre-treatment
control group CDF (Y00),
match quantile (q′) with
post-treatment control
group CDF (Y01).

3. Then cast back onto the
outcome to form quantile
q of post-treatment
counterfactual Y11 CDF.

442 S. ATHEY AND G. W. IMBENS

FIGURE 1.—Illustration of transformations.

finding the value for y at that quantile q! in the distribution of Y01 to get

!CIC = F"1
Y"01(q

!)" F"1
Y"00(q

!) = F"1
Y"01(FY"00(y))" y"

as illustrated in the top panel of Figure 1. Finally, compute a counterfactual
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Changes-in-Changes

I y+∆CIC is the counterfactual value for g = 1 units with Yi0 = y.
I We can do this over the support of the outcomes for g = 1 and

t = 0, completing the distribution of counterfactual YC
i1’s for

g = 1.
I We can then use these to compute ATT, or any

difference-in-distribution effect (e.g., quantile effects).

I Athey and Imbens show quantile effect estimator is
asymptotically normal, so could use bootstrap inference. They
also provide analytical standard errors.

I If the standard DID assumptions hold, this ATT estimator
converges to the standard DID ATT estimator.

I For discrete outcomes, Athey and Imbens provide bounds results
and additional point identification results.
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Generalized Synthetic Control

I Following Xu (2017) (cf. Bai (2009) “interactive fixed effects”)
I Ntr (not just one) and Nco control, T periods.
I For those treated, T0 pretreatment periods (Dit = 1 as of T0 +1).

I DGP is a “factor model”: Yit = δitDit +X′itβ +λ ′i ft + εit
I εit independent mean zero error,
I ft vector of period-specific factors, normalized and orthogonal,
I λi corresponding vector of unit-specific factor loadings.

I Estimating ATT:
I Estimate f̂t on control,
I Use these f̂ts to estimate λ̂i and β̂ in treated,
I Construct counterfactual trend for treated with X′itβ̂ + λ̂ ′i f̂t
I Use observed treated trend and counterfactual trend to estimate

ATT.
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Regularized high-dimensional estimators
I Following Douchenko and Imbens (2017), the inference problem

here is one of missing counterfactual data. We see

Yobs =

(
Yt,post(1) Yc,post(0)
Yt,pre(0) Yc,pre(0)

)
⇒ Y(0) =

(
? Yc,post(0)

Yt,pre(0) Yc,pre(0)

)
.

I Most counterfactual estimators have the form,

Ŷ0,T(0) = µ +
N

∑
i=1

ωiYobs
i,T .

I Synth: µ = 0, ωi’s add to 1 and ≥ 0, although can vary.
I DID: µ 6= 0, but ωi’s add to 1, nonnegative, and constant.

I Douchenko and Imbens (2017) drop the restrictions. This
introduces an identification problem—MMSE solution is
non-unique. Their solution: regularization.

I Athey et al. (2017) use another approach: “complete” Y(0)
based on a best-fitting factorized decomposition of the matrix,
under matrix regularization constraints (approx. rank
minimization).
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Regularized high-dimensional estimators

I Douchenko and Imbens (2017) develop useful ideas for
inference.

I We want to account for uncertainty in the counterfactual
estimate:

τ̂ = Y11− ŶC
11⇒ E (τ̂− τ)2 = E

(
ŶC

11−YC
11
)2
.

I One way to approximate this is to assume that YC
11 is

exchangeable wrt the YC
01 values that we observe.

I Then, you can estimate E
(
ŶC

11−YC
11

)2 with the residual
distribution from placebo estimates of the YC

01 values.
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Remarks

I Different methods have different identifying assumptions. Cf.
Liu, Wang & Xu (2019) for tests (R package: fect).

I Recently proposed, improved methods address problems with
classic TWFE and event studies in different ways:

I Some proposed improvements to TWFE are “going back to
basics”— run many simple DIDs and aggregate. Idea is to
restore design-based foundation.

I Others, like generalized synthetic control and the regularized
high-dimensional estimators, work with more flexible and
complete DGPs, and then use modest restrictions or
regularization to address underidentification.
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